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Abstract

Between selecting and not selecting policy, there are other selections. The history of Fuzzy logic and fuzzy method do not go very beyond. But the implementation of fuzzy and its logic in different disciplines are getting increased. This paper aims to study the notion of fuzzy and policy and importance of fuzzy in today's chaotic environment for policy makers in national and international era. Also there are a lot of books and papers published on the methods on fuzzy but this paper is somehow different with them because has non-mathematical look on fuzzy and it just makes familiar the policy makers with the notion of non-mathematical fuzzy.
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1. Introduction

In this area of rapid changing the style of thinking has been changed. Traditionally the thinking method was one dimensional but it has been transferred from one to two, three, four, five and sometimes too many and has been structured a multi facial thinking and method. And this has been the cause of creating creative insights to cope with the facts.

Evidence suggesting that policy and policy making is one of the fundamental parts of any government. And there are different types of policy making process in different countries, for example some countries having democratic and some have dictatorship policy making process (Danaee Fard & Noruzi, 2011).

In the other hand, policy and policy making has been developed from the very local and initial one to the very high level ones. Previously in the very past countries had just set the very local and mainly the village level policies and then it has been changed to urban and then to country level policies so the need for selecting precise policies that look multidimensional is compulsory.

Policies are operating rules that can be referred to as a way to maintain order, security, consistency, or otherwise force a goal or mission. For example, a town council might have a policy against hiring the relatives of council members for civic positions. Each time that situation arises; council members can refer to the policy, rather than having to make decisions on a case-by-case basis (policy-based management, 2011; Noruzi & Irani, 2011, p. 41).

Due to the increasing competition of globalization and fast technological improvements, world markets demand companies to have quality and professional human resources. This can only be achieved by choosing and selecting potentially adequate policies in the levels of national and international area. The fuzzy is as the analytical tool that determines the weights of each criterion. Fuzzy theory provides a proper tool to encounter with uncertainties and complex environment (Fathi et al, 2011).

This paper first discusses the stagiest approach for Policy Making and problem solving cycle and then studies the meaning of policy and the steps for training Fuzzy thinking policy makers at the end some related issues come as well.

2. The stagiest approach for Policy Making and problem solving cycle

One of the most important factors that help countries to be more developed and to be surviving in today's turbulent markets and environments is policy. Policy is as a fundamental part of any mid-term or long term planning.

Policy is applicable in all level organizations, small, middle and big some people think that policy is just needed for big organizations or companies

But it is not true in real because it is needed and necessary for all ones. We should not that a program which we plan in our own family as an economic can be considered as a policy.

All who are engaged in the process of policy no different in public policy making or the private one know that policy making process in somehow likes a problem solving process i.e.
1. Finding a problem
2. statement of the problem
3. brainstorming for finding solution
4. analyzing the solution
5. choosing the appropriate one

And the one standardized version for policy making cycle includes the following stages:

1. Agenda setting (Problem identification)
2. Policy Formulation
3. Adoption
4. Implementation
5. Evaluation

They consider a broader range of actors involved in the policy space that includes civil society organizations, the media, intellectuals, think tanks or policy research institutes, corporations, lobbyists, etc (Medvetz, 2004).

3. The meaning of policy

According to the Business Dictionary (2007) about meaning of policy in politics, and management it stresses on the following issues:

- A policy prudence wisdom in the management of affairs based on primarily on priority interests
- A definite course or method of action selected from among alternatives and in light of given conditions to guide and determine present and future decisions or a high-level overall plan embracing the general goals and acceptable procedures especially of a governmental body
- A policy causes policy Learning lessons – learns from experience of what works and what doesn’t worked in the field of the study or interest (Noruzi & Hernandez 2010).

4. Fuzzy decision typology

There is a general view on decision making that it is highly related with information i.e. the amount of information will determine the decision making. The decision table (DT) below consists of a set of mutually exclusive conditions, and refer to a particular actions. Each DT consists of four quadrants:

1. Condition set, if the decision maker or policy maker have the s the condition set consists of all the relevant conditions or attributes (inputs, premises or causes) that have an influence on the decision-making process.

3. Condition space, the action set contains all the possible actions (outputs, conclusions or consequences) a decision-maker is able to take. This is, the action set points to the possible choice outcome if (for instance) an existing location with a number of specific characteristics is processed through the DT.

4. Action space, the action space contains the categorizations of all the possible action states of an action. Any vertical linking of an element from the condition space with an element from the action space produces a decision rule (Wiltox, 2005, p.2) (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The general structure of a decision table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encountered Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONDITION SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTION SET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traditionally, decision is crisp, indicating that the conditions are specified in an exact manner. A potential problem of such DTs is that any measurement error is not taken into account. Fuzzy decision tables (FDTs) offer a solution to this problem. A fuzzy decision table (FDT) is an extended version of a crisp DT in order to deal with imprecise and vague decision situations (Francioni and Kandel, 1988; Vanthienen et al., 1996).

Suppose we have a set of alternatives such as a set of cities which might be destinations for some future travel plans. Let the set of four decision alternatives be denoted by:

\[ X = \{x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4\} = \{Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Chicago, Newark\} \]

representing our potential destination cities of choice. Note that the set X is a conventional or classical set of objects. We can define a fuzzy subset of the set X, call it A, which is characterized by a membership function \( \mu_A(x_i) \) associating with each \( x_i \). X a number in the interval \([0, 1]\) which indicates the grade of membership of \( x_i \) in A. Suppose for our example A is a fuzzy subset defined as:

\[ A = \{the \ city \ in \ X \ is \ near \ New \ York\} = \{0.6/x_1, 0.001/x_2, 0.1/x_3, 0.9/x_4\} \]

Now the A is fuzzy one (Hagan, 2005, p.2).

In fuzzy we have three different fuzzy decision making conditions as come in the following:

1. Crisp input, crisp process, crisp output like Yager method
2. Fuzzy input, crisp process, crisp output

The extension amounts to the introduction of fuzzy sets in the condition and action space of the crisp DT; the crisp condition and action states are replaced with fuzzy conditions and actions. (Wiltox, 2005, p.2)

5. For training Fuzzy thinking policy makers what steps should be done?

After world war second, several mathematical techniques were developed to determine the optimal utilization of reservoirs. Introducing sequential programming algorithm by Little in 50's and developing dynamic programming models facilitated the process of modeling for the operation of reservoirs (Loucks ant et al, 1981; Manton and et al, 1994)

The aims of designing these models were to find optimal policies for limited or unlimited time periods. Also, all methods of optimization are classified as either deterministic or stochastic (Azar and et al, 2002, p.27).

Noble purpose of discussing the progress of research on fuzzy and policy is an important step to stimulate the debate on fuzzy policy makers. As we have mentioned fuzzy policy makers think differently with domestic ones and in this era, the era of rapid changing we need fuzzy ones. Following steps will help to training fuzzy policy makers:

- Holding some workshops on fuzzy policy making process in all areas in the country including policies for health, housing, income maintenance, education and social work;
- Creation of theoretical and methodological models for analysis and communication for fuzzy policy makers related results in projects
- Dissemination of key findings in the context of the fuzzy policy making today.
- Trying to use logic of fuzzy in the management sphere
- Holding some classes in the universities and colleges for the students who want to be fuzzy policy makers in the future
- Adding some university units for the university students for policy making in fuzzy to learn fuzzy policy making beside the domestic one.
- Using from fuzzy policy makers in different countries who have successful experiences regarding the fuzzy policy making establishment.
- Learning fuzzy policy making strategies
- Try to use fuzzy knowledge and fuzzy logic in policy making learners
- Fuzzy Policy talk shows in the TV channels regarding the process and the advantages of this system.
- Clarifying country's policy in some specific disciplines
- Clarifying why fuzzy policy is important and the advantages and the disadvantages of
• Doing comparative studies on the differences of domestic and fuzzy policy making
• Monitoring the policy which has been implemented by fuzzy insight
• Implementing the pilot fuzzy policy making
• Needs and issues affecting the users of fuzzy services (Spicker, 2007 Noruzi & Irani, 2011).

6. The importance of Fuzzy thinking in the organizational efficacy

Fuzzy thinking will help the community much more improvement in different aspects for example some come in the following:

• Quality of decision will be increased
• Thinking and the policy will be analyzed from multi faces
• The promotions will be precise
• The evaluations will be precise, because managers and policy makers in the organizations and those who are engaged in selecting people will be evaluate exactly.
• Organizational attitude will be change because staff will not label the others just bad or good
• Economic decisions will be improved by considering fuzzy logic.

7. Policy Contents in Fuzzy system

A policy always has different contents but mainly there are some similarities among them below also there are some differences among the non fuzzy policy contents and the fuzzy policy contents. And policy makers should pay much more attention to this important we bring the common ones in the following

• Introducing the fuzzy logic for the audience in the meeting
• A purpose statement in fuzzy i.e. it should be not in binaries method just yes or no Policy statements are extremely diverse depending on the organization and intent, and may take almost any form.
• An applicability and scope of a policy this mean that we analyze that can this policy applicable or not in the fuzzy system or in non fuzzy as well.
• An effective date gathering
• An effective using from the gathered data in fuzzy method and transferred it to the fuzzy sphere.
• Responsibilities of applying the fuzzy system (Vargas Hernandez & Noruzi, 2011).
8. Results and discussions

In this age of increased competitive environment and management, the notion of the decision making and policy making and policy choosing are getting problems have an enormous interest. Policy makers and international and national decision makers face rising and complex environments today, and also decision makers are often uncertain in assigning the evaluation scores in crisp value.

Fuzzy Policy making is a multidisciplinary and subject area, not a discipline; it borrows from other natural and basic and social science disciplines in order to develop study in the area. The contributory disciplines include mathematics, social work, statistics, economics, political science, management, history, philosophy and law (Spicker, 2007).

Therefore, in this paper, we have studied policy notion based on fuzzy theory to select the most adequate policy. Unlike other decision methods, the fuzzy can adaptively find a suitable policy for the country or the place where policy wants to be implemented (Fathi et al, 2011).

Policy is the study of services and the welfare. In general terms, it looks at the idea of social welfare, country's issues and its relationship to politics and society.

Applying fuzzy in the policy making area is distinct as an academic field which focuses on the systematic evaluation of responses to the needs. For example in Iran some pioneer universities have a specific university courses and studies on policy and policy making universities like Tarbiat Modarres University is as an example of this pioneer university who has a good background on this studying (Rittel & Webber, 1973).

Modern governments should try to use fuzzy implications in all levels of the country if there be based on a social contract between scholars and the state in which rights and duties are agreed to by all to further the common interest. Scholars in different related sciences to fuzzy logic lend their support to a government through new and updated information to a country’s governments acquire legitimacy by protecting the people’s rights and through public policies that benefit all (Ortiz, 2007, p. 7).

Regarding the importance of fuzzy policy, and fuzzy policy making, it is better to say that; Policy is very important for us and we should note for this important that policy causes different goals be more integrated and this integrations causes government' success some integration causes come as the following:

- translate values into operations;
- ensure compliance with legal and statutory responsibilities;
- guide the University towards the achievement of its strategic plan;
- set standards; and
- Improve the management of risk (policy library, 2011).

Countries which do not from systematic policy making processes they will not be more success. They do not really know where they want to go. Policy is just like a bulb in the dark
it is lightened the way the country wants to go. Also policy helps country in designing the long term planning although very long term policies today are not possible because of the very fast environmental changes but this not means omitting the policy making.

Understanding this important will help governors to make good and appropriate decisions and manage the situations well.

At the end we can conclude that binary and noncontiguous perspective causes to choose just yes or no but in this area we know that between the numbers of zero and one there are a lot of numbers to be chosen i.e. in policy between selecting and not selecting policy there are other selections. Using the fuzzy in the area that can be applied will show a high jump in the result and the attitude of both the employee and boss because in the non fuzzy area we can say just good or bad for an employee but we can say the fuzzy statements in the fuzzy area. Hope this can open new perspectives in other areas of management.
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